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The field of directed evolution has progressed to the point

where it is feasible to engineer enzymes for unnatural

substrates and reactions with catalytic efficiencies and regio-

specificity or stereo-specificity that rival those of natural

enzymes. Here, we describe the conceptual and

methodological advances that have enabled this progress. We

address methodologies based on small libraries enriched with

improved variants and carrying compensatory stabilizing

mutations. Such libraries can be combined with low-

throughput screens that provide high accuracy and directly

target the desired substrate and reaction conditions, and

thereby provide highly improved variants.
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Introduction
Enzyme engineering, and directed enzyme evolution in

particular, are rapidly advancing research fields that tackle

applicative challenges as well as an intellectual one — do

we understand enzymes well enough to make new

enzymes that are as good as the natural ones? Here, we

focus on recent methodological and conceptual advances

that have extended the capabilities of enzyme engineers.

These advances enable researchers to engineer a wider

variety of enzymes and to bridge large gaps (orders-of-

magnitude) in rate and selectivity between natural and

evolved enzymes. This review aims to cover the most

recent trends in directed enzyme evolution. Given the

wealth of recent reviews that cover this field, we have

highlighted our own views regarding the present

advances and possible future developments (other recent

reviews include [1–6], and reviews addressing related

topics include [7–12]).

The first section of this review addresses the notion

that directed enzyme evolution is ready to tackle
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high-hanging fruit. The second section highlights con-

ceptual advances derived from fundamental studies of

protein evolution and their contribution to protein engin-

eering. The final two sections address specific advance-

ments in library making, screening, and selection

methodologies.

Beyond the low-hanging fruit
Initial efforts in directed evolution enabled modest

improvements in only certain enzymatic properties. As

in any other emerging field, this usually meant low-

hanging fruit in terms of the target enzyme, target sub-

strate, and rate improvements. Many early advances and

newly developed approaches remained as proof of prin-

ciple demonstrations, and were not successfully applied

to other proteins. This was particularly apparent with

complex screening or selection systems that were tech-

nically challenging. Nonetheless, eventually, advances in

library making and screening techniques, the combi-

nation of directed evolution with computational design,

and foremost, a better understanding of the mechanisms

of natural protein evolution, enabled researchers to push

the ‘engineering ceiling’ — that is, to address substrates

and reactions for which no natural enzymes are known, to

obtain large improvements in the evolved catalytic

activity (relative to the starting point, and in absolute

kcat/KM values), and to alter specificity, stability, and other

enzymatic properties.

Specifically, the catalytic efficiency of poorly active start-

ing points has been improved by as much as 105-fold,

thereby reaching kcat/KM values that approach the level of

natural enzymes (�105
M
�1 s�1; for the distribution of

kinetic parameters of natural enzymes see [13]).

Examples include the increase of several hundred folds

in the activity of a T7 RNA polymerase with new pro-

moters and nucleotide specificities by 200 rounds of

directed evolution in a continuous system [14]. The

�105-fold increase in the catalytic efficiency of serum

paraoxonase 1 (PON1), which was optimized toward the

hydrolysis of an organophosphate by 8 rounds of mutation

and selection, from a kcat/KM value of <3.3 M
�1 s�1 in

wild-type to >2.9 � 105
M
�1 s�1 in the evolved mutant

[15]. The improvement by >2000-fold of a computation-

ally designed Kemp Eliminase, to a kcat/KM value of

0.6 � 106
M
�1 s�1 following 16 rounds (Khersonsky O

et al., unpublished data). And finally, the long-term

endeavor of converting a naturally occurring fatty acid

P450 hydroxylase into a laboratory-evolved propane mo-

no-oxygenase with a kcat/KM of 4.4 � 104
M
�1 s�1 (only

fourfold lower than wild-type with laurate). The wild-

type enzyme does not hydroxylate propane at all, and the
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first intermediate along this evolutionary trajectory that

showed detectable activity with propane had to be

improved by a factor of ca. 104 [16].

Dramatic improvements in the stereo-specificity and regio-

specificity of evolved enzymes have also been reported.

The engineer’s challenge in such cases is to shift selectivity

not only by reducing the catalytic efficiency of the evolved

enzyme with the undesired, or the original substrate (as is

often reported), but primarily to improve efficiency with

the target substrate. Such improvements are therefore

manifested in kcat/KM value for the target substrate and

in the ratio of kcat/KM values for the target substrate over the

undesired, or the original substrate. The kcat/KM ratio is

directly proportional to the ratio of conversion rates at all

substrate concentrations, and therefore comprises the stan-

dard for comparison. Recent examples of evolved enzymes

with significant inversions in stereo-specificity include: a

limonene epoxide hydrolase (LEH) [17], a transaminase

[18], a lipase [19], a haloalkane dehalogenase [20], and

serum PON1. In the latter case, for example, the barely

detectable activity with the S isomer was improved by

�3 � 103-fold to a kcat/KM of 0.85 � 106
M
�1 s�1. In doing

so, wild-type’s kcat/KM ratio for the two stereoisomers

(E(S/R) < 6.3 � 10�4) was completely inverted to a ratio

of E(S/R) > 2500 (Goldsmith M et al., unpublished data).a

Enzymes can be evolved to catalyze reactions and/or sub-

strates with which the parental wild-type protein shows no

detectable activity. Examples include the hydroxylation of

propane by P450 [16] or of butane by an evolved mono-

oxygenase [21], and the hydrolysis of the nerve agent VX

by an evolved PON1 variant (Goldsmith M et al., unpub-

lished data). Dramatic changes in thermostability [22–24],

compatibility with organic solvents [18,25], or resistance to

peroxide and low pH [26] have also been obtained.

Another challenge facing protein engineers regards de
novo enzymes. The objective can be either to engineer

an enzyme for a novel reaction (a reaction that is not

catalyzed by natural enzymes) or to create a novel

active-site, that is, by engineering an active-site from a

noncatalytic site, or by fundamentally changing the

active-site chemistry. In fact, evolving a completely

new chemistry is an endeavor that is also rarely taken

by nature. This is evident from the fact that the catalytic

chemistry is conserved within enzyme-superfamilies

while substrate specificity (and to a lesser degree reaction

specificity) varies [27]. Consequently, catalytic promis-

cuity is much more common than substrate ambiguity

[28]. The scope of de novo engineering has considerably

expanded through advents in computational protein

design. However, the catalytic efficiencies of de novo
a Goldsmith M, Ashani Y, Simo Y, Ben-David M, Leader H, Silman I,

Sussman JL, Tawfik DS: Evolved stereoselective hydroalses for broad-
spectrum G-type nerve agent detoxification. Chem Biol 2012, in press.
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designed enzymes are still very low and they mostly

catalyze highly activated substrates and simple reactions

[29] (for recent reviews see [3,9]). Nonetheless, it appears

that designed enzymes are highly evolvable, and can be

refined by directed evolution in the same manner

applicable to promiscuous activities of natural enzymes

[30–33]. So although at its infancy, computational design,

combined with directed evolution, holds significant

promise in the area of de novo engineering.

Protein engineers turned evolutionists
Our own view is that advancements in enzyme engin-

eering are rooted not so much in technological break-

throughs but more so in conceptual advancements, and in

particular in a better understanding of how proteins

evolve [34]. DNA shuffling is possibly the first example

of borrowing from nature the highly successful evolution-

ary strategy of homologous recombination [35]. More

recent examples include the recognition that new func-

tions evolve by augmenting weak, promiscuous functions

in existing proteins, and that the potential for evolving

new functions can be enhanced by neutral mutations

[34,36,37]. Implementation of the latter to laboratory

evolution involves random mutagenesis and purifying

selection for the enzyme’s original, native activity. As

neutral mutations are >100-fold more frequent than

adaptive ones [38], medium-throughput screens can yield

a diverse ensemble of variants that have accumulated

neutral mutations. These ‘neutral drift’ ensembles can be

subsequently screened for the new enzymatic activity

[39,40], or for enzymes with reduced antigenicity [41].

The understanding that protein stability is a major limiting

factor in the acquisition of new functions has also been

crucial [42,43]. Most mutations that alter enzymatic activity

are also destabilizing. Such mutations may not be tolerated

unless accompanied by stabilizing, compensatory mutations

(see ancestral–consensus mutations below) or buffered by

chaperones [44]. This trend is especially noticeable in the

application of many rounds, whereby the evolving protein’s

stability becomes severely compromised [16] (Goldsmith M

et al., unpublished data). It is also applicable to the directed

evolution of human enzymes that tend to be marginally

stable [45], and even to computationally designed enzymes

(Khersonsky O et al., unpublished data).

Other insights from natural evolution regard mutational

pathways. The effects of mutations are often nonadditive,

or epistatic. In particular, many mutations can be neutral or

even deleterious but become advantageous in combination

with others mutation. Non-additivity greatly complicates

the search for the optimal set of mutations that confers the

highest activity in a given enzyme. Although many trajec-

tories are gradual and therefore unravel via single muta-

tional steps, better understanding of epistatic effects is of

crucial importance for successful engineering [23,42,46].
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2012, 22:406–412
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Library methodologies
Smaller and smarter

Our understanding and prediction power of protein struc-

ture–function relationships are still rudimentary. As a

result, the generation and examination of a library of

randomly mutated variants is the method of choice for

many laboratory evolution experiments aimed at enzyme

engineering. However, this approach usually demands

high-throughput screens that are not applicable in many

cases. Because the frequency of beneficial mutations in

such random libraries is very low (in the order of 10�3),

and >30% of mutations have deleterious effects, the

accumulation of random mutations rapidly renders a

protein completely inactive [38]. To increase the fre-

quency of folded, active library variants, and particularly

of variants with new functions, researchers are generating

libraries that targeted specific regions of proteins and

sequence space and filter or compensate for deleterious

mutations. To this end, structural and evolutionary data

are integrated, and sometimes computation is applied, to

give small yet smart libraries (see also ‘neutral drift’

libraries above). These libraries are characterized by a

large fraction of active variants despite carrying a surpris-

ingly large number of active-site mutations (e.g. see

[15,18,47–50]). Such libraries can yield results that are

comparable to several rounds of evolution with conven-

tional random mutagenesis libraries [50].

Structure-guided mutagenesis

Rational library design assumes that enzymatic activities

evolve through changes in active-site residues that med-

iate substrate binding and catalysis. It applies primarily

when the desired activity already exists in the starting

point enzyme as a promiscuous one, and when detailed

structural information is available. In two recent

examples, this approach was used to engineer a P450

mono-oxygenase, and a nucleotidyltransferase, by so-

called ‘semi-rationale design’. By examining all residues

in the active-site within a given distance from the sub-

strate, a small number of residues were targeted for

saturation mutagenesis [51,52]. Targeted mutagenesis

(of selected positions, and specific amino acids within

these positions) was also applied toward the directed

evolution of an organophosphate hydrolase [15] (Gold-

smith M et al., unpublished data).

Targeted mutagenesis can also be performed in an itera-

tive, systematic manner [53,54]. On the basis of detailed

structural information, this approach enabled the introduc-

tion of allostery and the increase of substrate specificity of a

Bayer–Villiger mono-oxygenase [55]. However, although

exploring one position at a time is highly economical in

screening capacity, this approach may fail to access non-

additive, epistatic combinations (see above). Parallel

exploration of more than one position will identify epistatic

combinations, but demands the screening of large libraries

(saturated mutagenesis of five active-site positions (to all 20
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amino acids) yields a library >106 variants). One way of

overcoming this hurdle is by spiking the gene library with

oligonucleotides encoding the randomized positions [56].

In this way, a large number of positions can be explored

while individual library variants contain only few

mutations (e.g. see [15,31,49,57,58]).

Computer algorithms can enable more informed decisions

regarding the choice of positions and amino acids. Several

algorithms for the identification of mutational hotspots and

mutational combinations (correlated mutations) based on

sequence, structure, and function information have been

developed [59–62]. These have been used to guide the

evolution of enantioselectivity [20,47] and thermostability

[63]. In addition, statistical tools have been used to identify

combinations of beneficial mutations that originally

appeared in separate variants [64,65], or to simultaneously

optimize for more than one trait [66].

Phylogenetic libraries

Phylogenetic analyses have become instrumental in guid-

ing the construction of libraries enriched with active var-

iants. Comparing the sequence of the target enzymes to

sequences of related enzymes can guide library design [47].

A potentially more powerful approach is to examine the

sequence of the ancestor from which different enzymes

with different functions diverged. Typically, a phyloge-

netic tree is constructed that includes the target enzyme, its

family members (orthologues), and families with related

enzymatic activities (paralogues). The sequences of var-

ious nodes that connect paralogous families are predicted.

The target enzyme is then diversified by combinatorially

incorporating back-to-ancestor mutations at positions

within or near the active-site region. Such ancestral

libraries afforded a large variety of improved variants by

screening <100 variants [48,49,67]. Ancestral mutations

can also be included in standard rationally designed

libraries (Goldsmith M et al., unpublished data).

Certain ancestral mutations also act as stabilizing

mutations that facilitate the acquisition of new functions

by compensating for the destabilizing effects of functional

mutations. These often overlap with ‘consensus mutations’

that can be readily identified from sequence alignments.

Restoring positions at which the target enzyme differs from

most other family members to the consensus amino acid,

usually increases the protein’s stability, and thereby boosts

its evolvability [68]. Stabilizing ancestral–consensus

mutations have been applied to improve heterologous

expression [69] and increase thermostability [70,71]. Fore-

most, ancestral–consensus mutations can be spiked into

libraries to promote functional changes in evolving

enzymes (Goldsmith M et al., unpublished data), including

cases where no improvements could be observed in

libraries before the addition of such stabilizing mutations

(Khersonsky O et al., unpublished data).
www.sciencedirect.com
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Beyond point mutations

In nature, genetic diversification goes far beyond point

mutations and includes insertions and deletions, homolo-

gous and nonhomologous recombination, and other global

gene rearrangements. There have been several recent

attempts to include these in the arsenal of enzyme

engineering methodologies. The recombination of

proteins with low sequence identity can be performed

using predetermined crossover points chosen by

SCHEMA [72] and other algorithms [73–75] that mini-

mize the frequency of nonfunctional variants. Other

diversification methods include split proteins [76] and

circular permutation whereby the protein’s termini are

connected and new ends are randomly generated [77].

Insertions and deletions, particularly in active-site loops,

are the key to the emergence of new enzyme functions in

nature. However, thus far, their successful implementa-

tion to directed enzyme evolution has been limited.

Progress in this area includes active-site loop libraries

[78] or combinatorial fragment exchange [79], and inser-

tions of new domains to an existing enzyme scaffold (as

well as shorter insertions and deletions) using a transpo-

son [80]. Insertions by duplications are the most common

type of naturally incorporated insertions. To imitate this

diversification mode, a method for generating randomly

located insertions by short tandem repeats (one to several

amino acids) has been developed (Kipnis Y et al., unpub-

lished data).b

Despite the above-described progress, backbone remo-

deling, and the remodeling of active-site loops in particu-

lar, are rarely successful. This is true for library-based

approaches and for rational and computational design.

Relative to point mutations, backbone changes can

induce dramatic changes in enzyme function, but at

the same time, are also more likely to be deleterious.

Better knowledge of how backbone changes occur in

nature, and computational tools for backbone redesign

(e.g. [81–84]) may therefore prove particularly useful.

Screening and selection methodologies
To screen or select?

The main dilemma facing those designing directed

enzyme evolution experiments is whether to apply a

high, or even ultrahigh throughput selection methodology

(106 to >1012 variants processed in parallel), or a screen

that might be of much lower throughput (102–104 variants

tested individually). Ultra or high throughput screens or

selections become advantageous with libraries of variants

generated by extensive random mutagenesis or by sim-

ultaneous saturation mutagenesis of many positions. Such

libraries need to be applied when: firstly, the available
b Kipnis Y, Dellus-Gur E, Tawfik DS: TRINS: a method for gene
modification by randomized tandem repeat insertions. Protein Engineer-
ing, Design & Selection: PEDS 2012, in press.
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phylogenetic and/or structural information is insufficient

for the design of small and focused libraries. Secondly, the

identity and position of the mutations required to induce

the desired property are hard to predict. Thirdly, the

target change in activity depends on highly epistatic

mutations that demand the simultaneous exploration of

more than one position. In these, and possibly in other

cases, large libraries might be the method of choice.

Recent advances in ultrahigh throughput selection tech-

nologies and their applications include selections in vivo
for enzymes that degrade propane or butane [21] or

cellobiose [85], and a continuous system for the evolution

of T7 RNA polymerase [14] (see also [10]). Degradation

tags that enforce a low enzyme concentration and there-

fore select for higher specific activities can greatly

increase the dynamic range of in vivo selections [86].

Examples of directed evolution by in vitro selections

include mRNA-display [87] and compartmentalization

in emulsion droplets (IVC) [88–90].

The merits of screening

As powerful as they may be, selection methodologies

have inherent disadvantages. They need to be tailored

for a given enzyme and activity, and setting them up is

usually a project in itself. Unlike screens, where the

activity of each and every library variant becomes known,

selections only yield (or not) improved variants. They are

therefore harder to control and more prone to artifacts.

Foremost, selections, and particularly in vitro selections,

usually make use of surrogate substrates (e.g. fluorogenic

analogues) and/or modified reaction conditions (e.g.

single turnover).

Most screens have low to medium-throughput (102–
104 clones/round), but can utilize almost any biochemical

or biophysical detection method including HPLC and

NMR. Despite their lack of elegance, screens often

‘deliver the goods’ and may ultimately save time and

labor (see ‘the Okazaki maneuver’ in [91]). Screens also

have advantages: firstly, rapid assessment of the diversi-

fication strategy — for example, if >90% of variants show

no activity with the enzyme’s original substrate — change

strategy. Secondly, the ability to monitor multiple

parameters, for example, monitoring the original as well

as the evolved activity. This enables the isolation of

variants with higher expression levels versus variants with

improved enzymatic activity, target higher activity as well

as selectivity, and so on. Thirdly, precision of activity

measurements, thus enabling the identification of mar-

ginally improved variants, or even neutral ones, that can

later yield higher improvements in combination with

additional mutations. Fourthly, nearly unlimited dynamic

range — the screened variants only need to be further

diluted as they become more improved. Fifthly, the

actual substrate and desired reaction conditions can be

applied, in short, ‘you get what you select for’ [42].
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2012, 22:406–412
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Screening for what one aims for is in our view a crucial

factor and a significant element in ‘high fruit’ challenges.

For example, when evolving enzymes for nerve agent

detoxification, we ultimately had to move from ultrahigh

throughput screens with fluorogenic surrogates to a med-

ium-throughput assay. The screened variants and acetyl-

choline esterase (which the agents aim to block) were

exposed to physiological nerve agent concentrations

(<1 mM), and variants capable of intercepting the agent

were detected by measuring the residual levels nonin-

hibited acetylcholine esterase. This assay is rather com-

plicated, and also demanded the development of suitable

substrates (in situ synthesis of nerve agents at very low,

nonhazardous concentrations). However, it isolated var-

iants that hydrolyze the toxic component of these agents

only (the SP isomer of from a racemic mixture), at physio-

logically relevant concentrations, and fast enough to

provide prophylactic protection [15] (Goldsmith M

et al., unpublished data).

Screens do not necessarily impose low-throughput. Thus,

in principle, the merits of high-throughput and screening

accuracy can be combined as indicated by the use of

FACS (fluorescence activated cell sorter) for screening

enzyme libraries using cell entrapped substrates [92,93],

by compartmentalization in emulsion droplets [15,94,95],

or by cell-surface display [96–98]. Albeit, FCAS screens

usually demand the use of surrogate substrates and/or

specialized expression systems. Other technological

advents such as microfluidics may also afford high

throughput while maintaining high sample control,

accuracy, and the ability to monitor in parallel multiple

parameters [99–102].
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